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Surviving Auschwitz
Victim speaks or 70th
anniversary of liberation

LAKER SBD TEAMS
SWEEP UINOY IN
HOME DUAL MEET

BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
EDITORIALIUILANTHORN.COM

only child among all the women. And
a lot of terrible, terrible screaming and
nformation is readily noise and hysteria really. People were
available when it comes very, very frightened.
1 knew I was going to Auschwitz,
to the Holocaust - mu
seum exhibits, articles, but I don’t think I realized exactly
documentaries
and what it meant - I was five and a half.
much more - but there areBut
not the
manypeople, the women, they
opportunities for studentsexpected
to hearto die, and there were hor
rific, hysterical
outbursts.
survivors tell their own first-hand
ac
SH:
How
long
were you at Aus
counts of what they experienced. This
chwitz
before
it
was
liberated?
year marks the 70th anniversary of the
TF:I was there about 6 or 7 months.
liberation of the Auschwitz concen
SH: What stands out in your
tration camp, and to commemorate
memory
most vividly about your time
the occasion, WGVU hosted a special
at
Auschwitz?
screening of its documentary “Surviv
TF: Well, the time when they
ing Auschwitz: Children of the Shoah.”
Tova Friedman, who was taken to decided that our barrack had to be
Auschwitz when she was five and a half exterminated, all the children. And
years old, was featured in the documen before you went to the crematorium,
tary and came to Grand Rapids to talk they give you sort of a nice breakfast about what she went through during something warm, something sweet. It
the Holocaust. The Lanthom had the was like a porridge of some kind. And
opportunity to meet and talk with her it was sort of almost a symbol that this
about her memories. Additionally, she is your last meal. And I didn’t mind
gave some advice to college students because I was starving. I remember
eating it and then saying to myself,
about overcoming hardships.
SH: ...What do you remember “I’m glad it’s over.”
And we were walking all together
about the trip to Auschwitz?
to
the
crematorium, and all of a sud
TF: Oh, the trip to Auschwitz. That
den
I
hear
a voice. I know it was my
was probably something you can’t for
get. We were - I don’t know how many mother because she called me by
people - in a cattle car, which means no name. Most of the time, we were
windows, just a tiny window on the top. called just by number. And she said,
The trip was about three days. And “Where are you going?” And I said,
we had no water, we had no food, we “To the crematorium.” And women
had no bathroom facilities, so we just were screaming and crying because
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Tova Friedman speaks with the media about her
experience in the Auschwitz camp during the Holocaust.

SURVIVOR:

went wherever we stood. For me it was
dark because I was so little - I was the

SEE AUSCHWITZ ON AS

Aiming higher
Judge encourages students to excel

Judge Sara Smolenski spoke about her experiences
and gave tips to students at the Wheelhouse Talks on Wednesday.
LEADING LADY:

BY ALYSSA RETTELLE
ARETTELLEIOILANTHORN.COM

rand Rapids native
and Chief Judge of the
63rd District Court of
Michigan Sara Smo
lenski gave advice to
students at the Wheelhouse Talks
on Wednesday, Jan. 14 in the L.
William Seidman Center.
Smolenski is highly regarded as
a community leader for her work in
and out of the courtroom. Aside from
being the longstanding chief judge,
she is also a strong advocate for edu
cation, prevention of violence against
women and community engage
ment. She is recognized throughout
Grand Rapids for her public service
and sense of humor.
Although she docs not consider

herself a community leader, she
said if the words she had to say
could inspire the students in atten
dance, she was happy to speak.
“To the students here, I want to
tell you we’re proud of you,” Smo
lenski said. “We aren’t your fam
ily, we don’t know you, but we’re
proud of you. You’re our future
and we want what’s best for you.
I want students to recognize that
you can do anything you want to
do. The sky is the limit and you’re
at the very beginning of your
journey. When I think of a leader,
I think of someone that believes
in themselves. If you believe in
yourself, you can do anything.”
She gave credit to family for help
ing her gain self-confidence. She was
one of 10 siblings, with eight sisters
and one brother. Her brother and her

LANTHORN.

father were also in law, so she knew by
the time she was in the fourth grade
that being a judge is what she wanted
to do. Her decision to be a judge also
came because she wanted to be able
to speak for those people who cannot
speak for themselves.
Smolenski also gave students
advice about failure and how failure
should be viewed as a part of learn
ing. She encouraged students to go
for any goals they have, to focus on
doing what they want to do and to
believe in themselves.
“There are three D’s to life,”
Smolenski said. “The first is desire.
Whatever goals you have, you have
to want to achieve it badly enough.
The second is determination. You
have to be committed to your goals.
The third is drive. You have to have
the energy to go for your goals
because if you don’t have enough
drive then you won’t achieve it.”
Playing basketball at the Univer
sity of Michigan, where she obtained
her bachelor’s degree in political sci
ence, also taught her that being a
good team player makes you a good
leader, Smolenski said.
Most students know that feeling
stressed can impact life negatively,
but Smolenski said students can
(and should) deal with worry in an
organized manner.
“Worrying is a part of life but
try not to worry so much be
cause everything will work out,”
Smolenski said. “Life is a journey
you’re on, and you need to find
a balance. We put way too much
pressure on ourselves, so we really
need that balance."
GVSU student and political sci
ence major Theodore Woodcock
was also in attendance for Smolenski’s talk.
“She was entertaining, engaging
and she gave good life lessons and
valuable advice,” Woodcock said.

Grand Valley State University students pose in front of
recyclable materials as part of the annual RecycleMania competition.

GOING GREEN:

GV competes in
RecycleMania
sults have improved with each year.”
In 2014, GVSU was number one in
Michigan
for waste minimization and
orming new habits can
food
service
organics. GVSU is ranked
be a long and trying
fourth
in
Michigan
and 124th nation
process. In order to help
make positive choices for ally in the Grand Champion competi
the environment, Grand tion, although this event is based off
Valley State University is of combined results including gross
tonnage
recycled and does not factor
using the spirit of competition
to help
in school
make recycling a part of everyday
life. size.
“We started out strong, and it con
RecycleMania is an annual event
tinues
to grow,” leeser said. “We com
that pits universities against each
posted
twice as much per capita as the
other to see who can recycle the
most materials and reduce the most other schools,” Leeser said.
On Feb. 1, Leeser, who has orga
waste. The 10- week event goes from
nized
GVSU’s RecycleMania efforts
Jan. 18 to March 28 and consists of
four primary competitions and four the previous seven years, will retire
and Janet Aubil, facilities supervi
targeted material competitions.
“This is our eighth time participat sor, will take his place.
“I recycle a lot, so to be able to teach
ing,” said Steve Leeser, operations su
pervisor at Facilities Services. “It’s been kids and get it into their normal activi
a great opportunity for us to bring fo ties - it’s exciting,” Aubil said.
Aubil said making recycling a nor
cus to the recycling program.”
mal
activity is the main challenge in
Leeser said RecycleMania is a way
to highlight recycling in a visual way getting people to recycle. Most people
and get groups involved. During the do not think of recycling as a part of
event, facilities uses a lot of techniques their normal daily routine, and that
to raise awareness, such as handing out has to change, Aubil said.
“We need to show the benefits,”
T-shirts, hanging up posters on bulle
she
said. “We need to do this every
tin boards and putting up banners.
single
day, whether its a competition
“We run an ad every week in the
or
not.
Recycling stations are present
Lanthom that updates our progress,”
BY DUANE EMERY
DEMERYIOILANTHORN.COM

Q

Leeser said. “GVSU has always done
well in the competition so far, and re

SEE RECYCLE ON AS
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COMMUNITY READING PROJECT

The Community Reading Project will host
a two-day symposium aimed at educating at
tendees about culture in New Orleans.
Titled "The New Orleans Symposium," the
event will cover topics such as food and life
in the city as well as the recovery efforts that
have been made since the events of Hurricane
Katrina and the Gulf oil spill.
The book selected for the occasion is “Five
Days at Memorial" by Sheri Fink. The novel
chronicles the events that took place at the
Memorial Medical Center in New Orleans when
Hurricane Katrina hit.
The symposium will occur in the Grand Valley
State University Mary Idema Pew Library from
Jan. 15 through 16.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/read.
ANNUAL SIBLINGS WEEKEND

The annual Sibs N Kids weekend at Grand Valley
State University is getting a new twist as the
weekend is now completely superhero themed.
From Jan. 30-31, kids can expect fun activi
ties such as laser tag, a bounce house, lessons
in swing and hip hop dance, rock climbing,
video games, superhero-themed snacks and a
glow in the dark dance party held in the Grand
River Room.
The Kirkhof Center will screen the movies The
Incredibles and TMNT on Friday and Saturday.
Admission for these events costs $20 with an
additional $10 for each new participant.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/
sibsnkids.
EMPLOYMENT RATES UP

Paul Isely, professor of economics and asso
ciate dean at the Seidman College of Business,
said at the Colliers Annual Economic and Real
Estate Forecast that employment rates in West
Michigan are rising higher than expected.
A survey, which included counties Kent,
Ottawa, Muskegon and Allegan counties, showed
that employment within the Grand Rapids metro
area has risen 3.8 percent.
In addition, employment is projected to in
crease another 3.2 percent this year alone.
Other important discoveries show that
sales are expected to surge 2.5-2.9 percent
and that export growth could rise another 6.77.7 percent.
Much of the data supports more growth
ahead for the West Michigan economy.
ALCOHOL: TRUTH, LIES AND CONSEQUENCES

Alcohol: Truth, Lies and Consequences is an
event aimed at educating students on how to
responsibly handle alcohol as well as other
substances.
The ATLC program explains that the abuse of
substances like alcohol, marijuana and prescrip
tion medication doesn’t just affect the user but
their surrounding community as well.
The event will feature the repercussions
of using illegal substances, how alcohol can
affect future lifestyles and the signs to look
for when identifying someone who has a sub
stance abuse problem.
ATLC will take place on Tuesday, Jan. 20 from 6
p.m to 7 p.m. in Room 2270 at the Kirkhof Center.
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AUSCHWITZ
CONTINUED FROM A1

their children were there too. It was a wom
ens camp. And 1 thought to myself, “Why is
everybody crying?” 1 thought that all Jew
ish children had to go to the crematorium.
So we went there and we wait, and we
got undressed. And we waited, and we were
freezing. And at the end, they made us put
on our clothes again, and they said they got
the wrong transport Something was wrong,
the wrong time or the wrong -1 don’t know
- and they sent us back. There were a num
ber of memorable things, but that was really
outstanding. As a group, it’s something.
BH: I read online that you were with
your mother for some of the time and how
she gave you a lot of instructions about
what to do while you were there. Can you
tell me more about those instances?
TF: There were different places with
different instructions. In the slave labor
camp, she gave me instructions of how to
behave. If you see a German coming to
wards you, you have to move - give him
the right of way, no eye contact, you keep
your hands to the back, if you’re wearing
a kerchief or a hat or something to show
respect - because if you were face to face
with a Nazi, you would be shot because
you did not show certain respect. She con
stantly reminded me...
SH: What were your feelings and emo
tions on the day that you were liberated?
Can you tell me more about that day?
TF: I think you know I was hidden with
a corpse just before liberation?
SH: I read a little bit about that, but
could you tell me more?
TF: Yeah, well my mother found a corpse
and she told me to hide with the corpse be
cause all the people were being sent out of
Auschwitz because they wanted to leave no
witnesses and the allies were coming. So she
had covered me and told me they were all
gone and you could get out...
And I remember walking towards
the barbed wire, waiting with everybody
for the Russians to come. It took some
hours. And when they arrived, we were
just shocked, especially when they cut the
wires. And I remember the Russian sol
diers were so amazed at what they saw, and
they were shocked.
One of the Russians took me and picked
me up, and put me down. So the whole
thing was an amazing situation, especially
that I could eat, since we had no food and
now the Russians were beginning to feed
us. We were also in shock. My mother
didn’t know what to do, where to go. We
just stayed in Auschwitz, and we were won
dering what to do.
SH: I saw online that both your par
ents did survive?
TF: Yes, my mother and father sur
vived. My mother was liberated with me.
SH: What was it like to be free and re
united with them?
TF: Well, first of all, the problems be
gan because how do you get back home
- whatever home was. I didn’t know what
home was. So we had terrific difficulty get
ting back, we had to take trains and 1 don’t
know what else. We had no money, so we
stayed in Auschwitz for a little bit.
But after we got home, what’s called
home, my mother took me back to the
town where the whole thing began. And I
remember we were wandering the streets
and the Poles were very, very unwelcom
ing. And some of them said, “What are you
doing back here again, we thought Hitler
killed you all?” We had no place to stay and
no place to live.
You know what happens is, first you
go into shock and now you want to live a
normal life and you don’t know how. And
my mother waited to see who was alive and
came back. Ten of her brothers and sisters
were killed, and all of their families - a total
of 150 people. So we waited and waited, we
were three years waiting...

RECYCLE
CONTINUED FROM A1

in common areas for students,
faculty and community mem
bers to use.”
In an effort to maintain
maximum results, GVSU has
taken steps to make recycling
and composting as conve

Tova Friedman came to Grand Rapids to speak on her
experiences at Auschwitz. She was taken there when she was five and a half.
OVERCOMING HARDSHIP:

And, when I went to school, the Polish
kids made fun of me. They called me, “Dirty
Jew!’ So it wasn’t like being liberated and go
ing to some wonderful place and be healed.
It was a terrific struggle afterwards too.
SH: Going through school and being
called names, how did you deal with that
as a kid?
TF: Well, I didn’t want to go to school. I
wouldn’t go back. I just didn’t go back. So I
refused to go to school. I was there just may
be a week or two. And then they called me,
“Dirty Jew!’ and I said, “I’m not going back.’’
I also couldn’t understand the con
cept of school - you know, the sitting. My
mother tried to teach me at home a little bit
- numbers and counting - and I couldn’t
get it. My mind just wasn’t there.
SH: What made you able to move on
with your life after such an experience?
TF:... My parents were still looking
for family, and then they decided to go
to America.
When I was 12, I came here. The first
thing I decided, well my mother decided,
that I’m going to learn how to read. And
I think what happened, for the first year
or two, all I did was read to learn about
things. I went to school. I think the quiet
of America - we lived in Queens - we were
there and life became like everyday. We go
to school and every day to study. The first
summer, I read the dictionary - the picture
dictionary. I learned all the words.
I think a normal kind of existence,
we eat and we sleep regularly, and you go
to school, and you have homework, and
I made a friend or two - there was some
people that I liked. So I got into the rhythm
of living. And that sort of began the healing
process,..
SH: What made you want to share
your story?
TF: What made me want to share? Well,
you know there were 5,000 children in my
town, and only four stayed alive? And I’m
the youngest of the four, and I decided
there has to be a reason. I have to tell the
story. I’m a witness. Do you know Hitler
never wanted any witnesses? He tried to
kill everybody and say that he didn’t do
anything. So I’m a witness to everything he
did, to all the atrocities, as much as I could
have seen at that stage in my life.
SH: So were college students, and
many college students today face hardships
that they feel they can’t overcome or they’re
the first of their family to go to college, or
just personal hardships. But you’ve over
come so much. What advice would you
give to them?
TF: Can you tell me what kind of hard
ships you’re talking about?
SH: Losing a family member, or
even just feeling like they’re not good
enough academically or personally just really anything.
TF: Well you know I’m also a therapist.
So I deal with people that way too. I think
that the most important thing is their faith
- faith in yourself. And you can get faith in

nient as possible.
“We have recycling con
tainers in all offices and recy
cling stations in break rooms
so they have the ability to com
post right in their own break
room,” Leeser said.
Another difficulty recy
cling efforts face is the lack of
knowledge and understanding
of what exactly can be recycled.

all different ways.
If you can find another person, that
could be a support system. It doesn’t have
to be your parents if they’re not capable or
able. A friend, a teacher, a book. You’ve got
to find strength someplace. Somehow, you
have to find strength somewhere. And let’s
say you have no money for college, as col
lege is quite expensive, you can get a job
and then start going at night.
You know, life is very long - it really
is. You have a lot of chances to do a lot of
things. If you give up very early, that’s it.
Then you can’t do anything. Sort of roll
with the punches, and you go for counsel
ing if you can.
You just need one person in your life.
Look around for that person - you’ll find
it. Just one person. Every time, when I was
very down -1 don’t mean in Auschwitz be
cause I was too young - but as I get older,
you know, things were not easy for me. I
found this one person who would give me
strength, and then I would, in turn, give
that person strength. That’s all you need.
Timothy Eernisse, development
and marketing manager at WGVU: Can
you talk a little bit about your educational
journey - your educational journey not
only being a survivor, but also as a female?
Because that was obviously different in the
‘40s, ‘50s, ‘60s, ‘80s.
TF:I was a maverick. I think I was bom
one. I have a master’s in black literature. No
white person at that time would dare go to
that. Now there’s more integration.
I moved to Harlem - all black Harlem
in New York City, together with my hus
band, and my two children were bom there
- so I could study black literature at a uni
versity there, CCNY was the city college.
And I decided that I wanted to learn about
the literature and I wanted to teach it. After
which, I taught at the university for about
10 years - that was in Israel, I lived in Israel.
When I came back to America, I went
right back to school, and I had four kids by
then. I remember going for an interview
with one of my kids in the carriage. I didn’t
mind. You have to break the stereotype. I
mean, I nursed a child when I was writ
ing my master thesis. Took the child to the
library with me, I sat and I nursed and I
wrote my papers...
You can’t follow the accepted norms, be
cause if you do, somebody will always say
no to you. And I just never asked, so no
body could say no to me. If you ask, they’ll
say no. If you don’t ask and you do what
you want to do, it’s not harmful to anybody.
It’s not detrimental to anybody’s health.
.. .You know, you do all kinds of stuff. So
I think that’s what it is, it’s a kind of a feeling
that the world is your place where you can
experiment and experience.. .You’ve got to
break the molds of things, because they’ll
just keep you in.

D

GO TO:
www.lanthorn.com
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“The only things that can’t
be recycled are candy and gum
wrappers, potato chip bags
and soiled tinfoil,” I^eeser said.
“Nearly everything else is recy
clable or compostable.”
Leeser added that a major
ity of items are thrown away,
which affects both GVSU’s
competition results and waste
output in general.

“I would say 70 percent of
what is thrown away could be
recycled or composted,” Leeser
said. “Even though our num
bers are competitive, we could
do better.”
For more information,
visit
www.gvsu.edu/sustainability/gvsu-recyclemania-90.htm.
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French tragedy moves Lakers
BY ALLISON RIBICK
ARIBICKOLANTHORN.COM

rand
Valley
State University
French profes
sors hosted an
informational
meeting on Jan. 14 to discuss
the recent Charlie Hebdo ter
rorist attacks in Paris, France.
Charlie Hebdo is a satiri
cal weekly magazine that has
cartoons and articles on topics
such as religion, politics and
culture. At 11:30 a.m. on Jan. 7,
two masked gunmen stormed
the Charlie Hebdo offices in
Paris, killing 17 people, some
of whom worked for the maga
zine. The magazine has often
been criticized for its depic
tions of the prophet Muham
mad in their cartoons, which
was the motive for the attacks.
Brothers Cherif Kouachi
and Said Kouachi were respon
sible for the shooting and a hos
tage crisis that ended with their
deaths. Amedy Coulibaly killed
Clarissa Jean-Philipp, an un
armed French police officer, as

well as the four men in the hos
tage crisis. Coulibaly was killed
after the 15 hostages were freed.
“This is a very emotional
time for all of us,” said Severine Ward, GVSU professor.
“We really wanted to pay trib
ute to the victims and have a
discussion about what hap
pened with placing the event
in the context of French cul
ture, as well as French society.”
With the help of social me
dia, the phrase “Je suis Char
lie” trended on Twitter and
was the background of Charlie
Hebdo’s website on the day of
the attack. The phrase, mean
ing “I am Charlie,” was trans
lated into various languages
and signs across the world to
show solidarity for the victims
of the attacks. People set up
shrines and tributes during the
march with candles, flowers,
pens, pencils and drawings.
“The emphasis has really
been put in the media in the
aftermath of the attack on their
satirical cartoons about the
prophet Muhammad,” Ward
said. “But this is just a small

u
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SOLIDARITY: Protestors in New York’s Washington Square Park band together in support
of victims from the Jan. 7 terrorist attacks against the Paris magazine Charlie Hebdo.

that we look at the big picture
and that we don’t confuse them
poking fun at some extremists
with them poking fun at Islam.”
French professors Carol
Wilson and Evelyne IxffondreMatthews also spoke about the
reactions of the terrorist attacks

amount; they poke fun at ab
solutely everybody and every
thing. Any form of extremism,
they will poke fun at it.
“We have a long tradition, in
our French secular culture, to
do that. This is just part of the
culture. So its very important

from people around the world.
Wilson noted that people of
various nationalities, ages and
faiths came together.
One example of this came
on Jan. 11, when a unity rally
happened in Paris. About one
million people participated,

and more than 40 world lead
ers were present to honor the
17 victims. Throughout the
country, about 3.7 million
French citizens participated in
demonstrations. People also
images regarding freedom of
expression and resilience.
“After this, there was an
amazing sense of solidarity and
affirmation of the freedom of
expression,” Wilson said.
Cayla Dwyer, a GVSU
freshman majoring in French,
attended the event to learn
more about the incident.
“I thought that (the event)
was an interesting way to bet
ter understand the context of
the terrorist attacks as far as
France and French culture,”
Dwyer said. “1 think that
when it comes to freedom of
speech, its very easy for us to
accept the facet of it that al
lows us to voice our opinions,
but at the same time, I think
it’s difficult for us to accept the
fact that forces us to listen to
the opinions of others.”

ArtSPark contest now open
BY GABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTIISILANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University students are invited
to participate in the Art2Park Permit Contest by
submitting their creative parking sticker designs
for the 2015-2016 academic school year. Stu
dents can submit their designs from Feb. 16-20.
The first round of voting is from March 6-19, and the final
top-10 voting round is from March 23-27.
Paige Melick, the Art2Park intern, said whoever wins the
contest will receive a parking pass for next year, the current
cost of which is $360 for the entire year.
Since the contests inception in 2012, interns like Melick have
run the parking permit design. Before Art2Park, Parking Systems
Coordinator Lisa Garringer created the permit.
Chief of Police Renee Freeman said it was created as an educa
tion contest and as a way to interact with the community.
“It really was created as a contest to educate people about

our process,” Freeman said. “It provided an opportunity to
educate people about the parking system. We felt like giving
ownership to it for the community.”
The contest is campus-wide and GVSU students, faculty and
staff choose the winners.
Students should keep in mind that the parking pass itself has
guidelines for barcode, size and trademark and logo standards. A
full list of guidelines is available on the Art2Park website. Students
are also required to provide a short biography.
In order to qualify, Melick said students have to be en
rolled for winter semester and in good academic standing.
Submission is free.
“It starts with voting - students and faculty and staff can vote,”
Melick said. “They have a say in it. It has two rounds of voting: one
for the top ten and one for the winning design.”
Last year there were a total of 26 entries. GVSU student Halston
Raddatzs entry won for the 2014-2015 school year, Melick said.
“What I have created this year is a PowerPoint template that
already has the colors and the size and has all the requirements,”

Melick said. “It is all in one place at once, all you have to do is take
the one PowerPoint slide and create the permit. Once you have one
done you have to change the colors. It really doesn’t take that long,
as long as you have a general of what you would like.”
Freeman added that students are encouraged to be creative
with their designs.
For more information about the Art2Park contest, visit www.
gvsu.edu/parking, or find them on T witter @GVSUArt2Park or on
Facebook at GVSUArt2Park.

GV initiates Hack Your Campus
campaign and new technology
BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWSOLANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State Uni
versity Mary Idema Pew Li
brary is looking for feedback
from students regarding the
initiative “Hack Your Cam
pus,” a competition where students can
pitch ideas to improve different aspects of
the university. The winning proposal will
receive a grand prize of $ 1,000.
Idea suggestions for Hack Your Cam
pus, which was organized by both stu
dents and faculty at the GVSU University
Libraries and Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation, opened on Jan. 5
and are open until Feb. 20. They will de
cide the winner on March 20.
In the meantime, library staff is looking
ahead at possible new technologies and im
provements to incorporate in the building.
Carlos Rodriguez, associate dean of
technology and information resources,
said all the computers in the library are
planned to be replaced within the next
couple of years.
“IT looks at replenishing the com
puters every four years, so within two
years we will probably be looking at a
complete refresh of all the computers
in the library,” Rodriguez said. “We are
looking at possibly adding dual displays
on the computers as well.”
There are also prospects of adding

new software onto the computers, Ro
driguez said.
“The library could become the primary
central hub for computing on campus
where all the software could potentially be
loaded on,” Rodriguez said. “There is inter
est from students who are in other disci
plines to have some specific software to be
downloaded on the computers.”
Library staff is also looking at
ways to incorporate new, touchscreen
digital displays.
“Right now, the largest one we have is
about 70 inches,” Rodriguez said. “We are
looking to have ones that are over 100 inch
es, maybe even 150 or 200 inches.”
These displays could be so large that
multiple people will be able to interact with
each other at once, Rodriguez said.
“They would take up a whole wall, like
a video wall,” Rodriguez said. “Wed like to
have it in the library, but right now we’re ex
ploring where else it could go on campus.”
While these ideas are a little further
out, the library is still looking at things to
improve in the short-term.
“Something else we are looking at is in
creasing the type of equipment that can be
checked out at the library,” Rodriguez said.
“Other than iPads and laptops, students
could possibly check out other equipment
like digital cameras as well as Mac laptops if
there is a need for that.”
Additionally, there are plans to revisit
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printing operations as well as room res
ervations to see if there are any additional
enhancements that could be made.
“We’ve gotten feedback on how those
have been working, and we’ll be work
ing with IT to see how we can improve
interface and functionality,” Rodriguez
said. “It’s very important for us to hear
from students using these services and
systems to let us know how it’s working
so we can continue to improve.”
Patrick Roth, head of systems and
technology at University Libraries, em
phasized the importance of student
feedback to the library staff.
“More and more, the role of librar
ies is to introduce technology for people
to use,” Roth said. “We try to be as cut
ting edge as we can and introduce and
improve things as quickly as possible.
Feedback from students helps us with
what we should be doing.”
Surveys will be sent out in midMarch asking students and faculty
about their thoughts on the library.
“This survey is also very valuable to us
because we learn about how the campus
perceives the library,” Rodriguez said. “We
take it very seriously, especially if there are
common themes in the feedback.”

LOG ON TO:
www.gvsu.edu/hacKyourcampus
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CLUES ACROSS
I. Contradicted
7. The Donald's Marla
13. Mediterranean sandstorm
14. Shoulder adornment
16. Barth crust’s 5th clement
17. Rainbow prize
19. NCIS star's initials
20. Mischa__, violinist
22. Constitution Hall org.
23. More dried-up
25. First on moon
26. Braid
28. 11 % of Guinea population
29. Sea eagle
30. Scottish variant of “to”
31. A border for a picture
33. Belonging to a thing
34. On top
36. Automobile hood (Brit.)
38. Skewered Thai dish
40. Clamors

41. Eggs cooked until just set
43. Hat
44. 13th Hebrew letter
45. Short poking stroke
47. Japanese classical theater
48. 007’s creator
51. Romanian Mures river city
53. Music term for silence
55. A crane
56. Ringworm
58. Romanian money
59. True frog
60. Integrated circuit
61. “Highway Patrol’s” Crawford
64. Point midway between S
and E
65. On a whim
67. Protagonist
69. Quantity with only magnitude
70. Oversights

CLUES DOWN
1. One who operates a dial
2. Trauma center
3. Prickly pear pads
4. Fashion superstar
5. Shock treatment
6. Mindless drawing
7. AKA migraine
8. Military mailbox
9. Buddies
10. Heavy tranquilizers (slang)
11. Raised railroad track
12. School session
13. Picture
15. Stabs
18. Supervises Hying
21. Early American militiaman
24. Downfall
26. Cooking vessel
27. Check
30. In a way, manipulated
32. Sacred book of Judaism

35.
37.
38.
39.
42.
43.
46.
47.
49.
50.
52.
54.

Chum
Negating word
Relating to the body
W. hemisphere continents
Make laccwork
Witty remark
More hairless
Relating to a nerve
Originates
Consumer advocate Ralph
Actress Winger
Center for Excellence in
Education (abbr.)
55. Japanese brews
57. Heshy seed covering
59. Canadian law enforcers
62. So. Am. wood sorrel
63. Actress Lupino
66. Personal computer
68. Do over prefix
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Continuing through college
my high school. First semester
seems to have a way of weed
ing out freshmen.
At some point we all
wonder, “Why are we here?”
Some of us ask this question in
the midst of a huge assign
ment. Frustration. Some of us
miss high school, our friends,
our family or being at home.
Homesick. Others don’t feel
like they fit in. Lonely. After
failing a test we studied so hard
for. Defeat. When our bank
account is reaching empty.
Broke. Were young; we could
be traveling and having life
changing experiences. Desire.
Were paying thousands of

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EDITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

ith each day
of the new
semester, I hear
of another drop
out. Some are
friends from Grand Valley
State University, others from

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
Do you think most GVSU
students know what can
and can’t be composted'?

dollars for a degree that may
not even result in a job. If were
going to end up in food service
or some other low-income job
later anyway, why don’t we just
start now? We could work full
time and actually make money
instead of exhausting our
funds to pay for that philoso
phy textbook that is completely
irrelevant to our intended ma
jor. We could save. We could
get the house, get the car and
get whatever it is we’re work
ing for. Isn’t that the point?
Aren’t we paying so much and
studying so hard so that we can
afford those luxuries?
Some people who drop out

do lead very successful careers.
Mark Zuckerburg is a go to.
Facebook was a huge success.
Ellen DeGeneres, Steve Jobs,
Oprah, Brad Pitt.. .it’s defi
nitely possible to be happy and
to end up finding something
you love, but it’s extremely rare.
No, it’s not like high school.
You can’t just get by on the bare
minimum. College is difficult.
Studying is not a suggestion, it’s
a necessity. Skipping is money.
If you miss an assignment the
teachers aren’t going to keep
emailing you and changing
due dates. It’s a lot of selfreliance, prioritizing, money.
College isn’t for everyone.

VALLEY VOTE
Is there enough housing
on or around GVSU’s
Allendale and Pew
campuses for students'?
YES
NO

31%
69%

SCOTT BRADLEY
“No, because I don’t know very well. When
my friends and I go out to eat, we just go for
landfill and compost.’

Some of us get stuck in
this reevaluation phase. Some
of us do drop out. Some of us
end up like Bill Gates. Some
act, dance, sing, invent...
some work at McDonald’s.
Some of us end up on wel
fare. Some of us will never get
out of the state.
Others, the ones reading
this, have persisted so far. For
some reason, that question
didn’t stop us. We cried or
called our parents or talked
to our friends. Something
happened that made us stay.
We are here for a reason. It’s
different for everybody. But
we’ve made it this far, we’ve

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:
Do you think most
GVSU students
know what can and
can’t be recycled or
composted?

LOG ON S VOTE
LANTHORN.COM

worked this hard, we’ve paid
this much. We’re on the
way to getting a degree in
something we are passionate
about. We are making a bet
ter life for ourselves.
And no, nothing is for sure.
We might not get our dream
job or be insanely successful
because of our degree, but
we do have a slightly better
chance. We are making an
effort. We are continuing our
education, expanding our
knowledge. Were making
everything our high school
teachers, everything our par
ents did, worth it. And that’s
something to be proud of.

BLOG
The idea and
controversy behind
‘manspreading’
By Alyssa Adamovich,
Women’s Center
intern

LANTHORN.COM
By Leah Fishwick
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YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Mathematics
HOMETOWN: Grand Rapids, Mich.

TIA ROZIER
“Yeah, because of the signs, but some people
don't care."

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Criminal Justice
HOMETOWN: Detroit, Mich.

AARON MAXEY
“I think freshmen have no idea. It would be
helpful to have people stand there the first
couple weeks’

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Education
HOMETOWN: Caledonia, Mich.

editorial

anthorn.com

HANNAH WILGUS
“Most people know, I think the papers around
campus help.’

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Biomedical Sciences
HOMETOWN: Hastings. Mich.

JOHN MROZ
“Yes, because they're clearly marked."

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Biomedical Sciences
HOMETOWN: Cedar Springs, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here
do not necessarily reflect those of
the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms
of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and ara reserved for
letters to the editor only, all
other reader-generated content

can be submitted to the Grand
Valley Lanthorn's YourSpace
page by emailing community®
lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthorn.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:
0051 KIRKH0F CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE. MI 48401
BIB 828 8278

WHAT’S YOUR
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT YOU
NEED HELP SOLVING? SEND
US AN EMAIL.
EDITOR!AL(a)LANTHORN. COM

PROBLEM

EDITORIAL

Supporting recycling
As GVSU prepares for the RecycleMania competition,
students should do their part to decrease waste
bles from various locations on campus.
or the eighth year in a
Campus dining supports this initia
row, Grand Valley State
University has participated tive by offering waste-sorting stations
in the national RecycleMa for students to properly dispose of their
food and drink containers. They also
nia competition that pits
have
containers to recycle batteries,
colleges and universities against
each
office paper, metal and glass items. For
other, all in the name of sustainability.
example,
the use of trays at Fresh Food
GVSU is one of the seven schools
in
Company was eliminated to reduce
Michigan that are competing in this
energy, water and detergent usage. This
year’s 10-week program. We encourage
all students, faculty and staff to contrib resulted in saving 1,619,000 gallons of
water from 2007 to 2008.
ute to the RecycleMania efforts.
During the 2011-2012 school year,
Sustainability is one of the university’s
GVSU’s recycling efforts have composted
main initiatives. It’s something that we
and recycled 1,201 pounds of materials,
have won awards for. Students see this in
saving them from being sent to the landfill.
the Zero-Waste football game program,
The university also recycled 42 percent of
in campus dining and housing facilities
waste during that same time period.
and during RecycleMania. Many students
The biggest inhibitor for the GVSU
are familiar with the little white cars that
community in recycling is often a lack of
proclaim “GVSU recycles!” on the side as
knowledge. Knowing what can and can’t
they prowl campus, picking up recycla-

O

be recycled or composted is never easy. It
is tempting to just put all your waste into
the landfill trash because it’s easier than
sorting through everything and guessing
where certain items are supposed to go.
But, it just takes a few seconds longer
to sort it through and makes a big dif
ference. While you might not know
what goes where, there are often campus
dining workers who are willing to help,
and some places have signs or pictures
to help those who don’t know.
Overall, there’s no doubt that recy
cling is beneficial to the environment,
whether it’s through saving energy
or reusing materials. With so many
places to put recyclables on campus,
it is easy to do your part. This will
help the university in its sustainability
efforts, the RecycleMania competition
and improve the campus as a whole.

Life-changing study abroad experiences

BY MELISSA NICKELS
GUEST COLUMNIST

tudents always
hear, “Cioing
abroad will
change your
life!” and while
that may be a cliche statement,
it could not be truer. Studying
abroad is not merely a matter
of gaining a new perspective
on life. It’s also about immers
ing yourself in a culture where
you can expand your horizons,
obtain irreplaceable knowledge
and grow as an individual.
If you have an interest in

studying abroad and a part of
you says go but the other part
of you says, no...go. Although it
took me two years to convince
my parents to let me go to
another country, I pushed
until I made the idea become a
possibility. I began my research
on countries, universities, class
courses and tuition fees. The
stress of figuring out how to
succeed at acquiring financial
aid, finding a location and uni
versity that seemed right for
me and then applying for the
program paid off in the end
because I turned the possibility
into a reality...
Going to Kingston Uni
versity, 20 minutes outside
of the busiest city in the
world, London, enabled me
to do all of that. I stepped off
that plane, not having a clue
how to navigate through the
enormous Heathrow Airport.
I arrived at my landlady’s
house, not having a clue how
to figure out which bus would

get me to my university.
I show up with wide eyes
at my university, not having
a clue what my first days of
classes would be like. I didn’t
know anyone. I was alone in
an overwhelming place and
I knew nothing. While that
may seem daunting, it actu
ally was not. I felt liberated! I
thought, “Wow I am truly on
my own over here. I have to
navigate my way, by myself.
I have to become aware of
the lifestyle around here and
learn about the norms, by
myself. And I like this.”
I put myself in a situation
where I had no option but to
talk to people, to figure out
which train to go on to take
me to the right place, which
underground to use (mind
the gap!), and I let myself get
lost, so that I could find and
become aware of things. I
couldn’t help but feel a strong
sense of pride once a couple
weeks and a couple months

went by and finally knew
where I was going.
Studying abroad is an ad
venture. It’s easy to be afraid
at first, especially if you have
never been away from family
and friends for a long period
of time, or even outside of
the States. But you will come
back more confident than
when you left. You will be
better for having studied
abroad. The significance is
you will have a memory and
an experience to carry with
you for the rest of your life.
I cherished my time over in
Kingston. I hold on to my
memories; I reminisce often,
and I stay in contact with the
friends I made. You never
know...one day you might
want to see your friends and
travel again. One day, you
might go back.
Studied Abroad: Fall 2013,
Kingston University, Kingston
Upon Thames, England
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MONEY MATTERS
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Mistakes to avoid when
faced with consumer debt
Many Grand Valley State University college students may feel like they are fighting an uphill battle against
their debts. Until debt is eliminated, interest will accumulate, so even if students make their monthly
payments on time, they may feel as though they’re getting nowhere.
Making monthly payments on time and paying more than the minimum is the best way to eliminate debt,
even if this approach forces you to make certain sacrifices along the way. Below are some common mis
takes that men and women faced with significant consumer debt should avoid as they work to improve
their financial situations.

BC HflPPY!

USE CREDIT TO PAY OFF DEBT. Many credit card companies offer cash advances to their cardholders, who can
easily be tempted to accept such offers as they look to pay down balances on other cards. But using one credit line to pay off an
other can land you even deeper in debt, as cash advances and balance transfers also are subject to interest charges, meaning you
won’t really be eliminating debt but simply shifting it from one card to another, all the while being charged to make that switch.
PAY ONLY THE MINIMUM. Credit card statements include both a minimum payment as well as how long it will take
to pay off existing debts if you only make the minimum payment. When balances are considerable, it can take years to eliminate
debt if you are only paying the minimum. Even if money is tight, find a way to pay more than the minimum each month. If you
don’t, your total balance likely won’t decrease by much and your credit rating, which takes your debt to credit ratio into account
when calculating your credit score, will not benefit greatly even though you are making your monthly payments on time.

CONTINUE USING CREDIT. If you are currently bogged down with considerable debt, resist the temptation to use

Heart's Journey

Wellness Center
6189 Lake Michigan Drive

DISCOUNT6D STUDCNT PRICING
counseling

your credit cards. That will only compound the current problem. Use only debit cards or cash when making purchases so you
know you are not spending money you don’t have. In addition, every time you use a credit card and don’t pay the balance in
full when the bill is due, you will be forced to pay interest charges, which makes the items you buy more expensive than if you
were to pay with cash or a debit card.

petrating the fraud can then clone the
card and use it to make false purchases
and/or steal the card holder’s identity.
Account holders may be surprised to
learn that their cards can be skimmed
at their own banks, where criminals
may place skimming devices over card
slots at ATM machines. Unsuspecting
customers will then swipe their cards
and woiyt notice anything out of the orTiile completing ttheir transac
dinary while

tions. If you are concerned about skim
ming, then you should avoid outdoor
ATMs that are not under bank supervi
sion and surveillance, as well as those
machines that are in rough areas where
a criminal won’t attract attention while
attaching a skimming device. Students
also can closely examine their bank ac
counts online and examine ATMs be
fore swiping their cards.

yoga

I

workshops

HOT
Beginner
Vinyasa
Kundalini

proach to eliminating their debts, paying down one card and then moving on to another and so on. Though it can be motivat
ing to methodically eliminate debt obligations, it’s best to pay down those debts with the highest interest rate before paying
off smaller debts. The more interest that accrues, the deeper your debt hole becomes. So make a list of your debts and their
corresponding interest charges, and work to pay down the high-interest debts first, even if that means you won’t be eliminating balances
as quickly as you might if you paid down smaller debts first.
Debt can feel like a burden, but avoiding certain mistakes when eliminating debt can help the process go more quickly and smoothly. As
students, avoiding debt is something many strive toward, so these tips can help start your future off right.

rand Valley State Uni
versity students who fre
quently use credit cards
to make payments at the
grocery store or coffee
shop should taken precautions against
card skimming. Skimming is a type of
financial fraud in which information is
illegally copied from the magnetic strip
of a debit or credit card. Once a card
has been skimmed, the criminals per-
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PAY DOWN THE WRONG DEBTS FIRST. When faced with substantial debt, many people take a methodical ap

Avoiding credit card scams

616.307.1617 I 877.932.4446

An opportunity to enhance the quality of
your life TODAY utilizing a:
• Hollistic approach drawing from traditional
and alternative/mindfulness based strategies
• Practice specialties include: anxiety,
depression, and disordered eating
• Most major insurances accepted; sliding fee
scale available
• Sensitivity to diversity while providing a
caring and supportive environment for you to
continue your “Heart's Journey" to a healthy
and happy life
heortsjournevujellness.com
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GVSU Allendale: Across the street
from the water tower.
On Fulton in Downtown GR.
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OPEN AUDITIONS FOR:
RESTORATION COMEDY
The GVSU theatre department is searching for
actors to star in “Restoration Comedy." The play,
written by Amy Freed and directed by Kiara Pipino,
is in need of female and male actors. Auditions
will take place Jan. 23 from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center. To attend auditions, sign
up at the Louis Armstrong Theatre in person or call
(616) 331-2300. Academic credit is available to
those involved in the show, and they are also looking
for backstage crew members. Callbacks will take
place on Jan. 2*4 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., and the play
will debut on March 20. For more information, con
tact the box office.
LAST LAKER STANDING AUDITIONS
Do you think you are hilarious? Spotlight
Productions is searching for the funniest person at
GVSU. The annual event Last Laker Standing will hold
open auditions on Jan. 22 from 6 p.m. to 8:*45 p.m. in
the Kirkhof Center, Room 11*4. The competition is not
only open to students but faculty as well. To sched
ule an audition time and for more information, email
comedygv@gmail.com.
CHANGE U FILM NIGHT
In the remembrance of Martin Luther King, this
week the Change U Film Night will feature “Visions
of Abolition: From Critical Resistance to a New Way
of Life - Part 1" on Jan. 23 at 6 p.m. in the Kirkhof
Center, Room 2263. The first part, called “Breaking
down the Prison Industrial Complex," tells the
stories of women in the criminal justice system.
Scholars in the film, examine racial violence as
well as gender violence in the prison system. For
more information on the film, visit www.gvsu.edu/
socialjustice/structural-violence-29.htm. or contact
changeu@gvsu.edu.
WAKA FLOCKA FLAME AT THE INTERSECTION
Hip-hop artist Waka Flocka Flame, known for
collaborations with artists such as Trey Songz and
Drake, will stop to perform at the Intersection on
Jan. 22. This musician began his career in Atlanta and
signed to a label in 2009. Singles and songs such
as “0 Let’s Do It," "Hard in da Paint” and “No Hands"
placed the artist in the top 20 of the Billboard music
charts. Doors open at 8 p.m. and those 16 years and
older are welcome to attend. Tickets are $22.50 in
advanced and $25.00 the day of the show. For more
information visit sectionlive.com.
TVjtti
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GV art professor retires
BY SHELBY PENOOWSKI
ARTSnLANTHORN.COM

he Grand Val
ley State Univer
sity Art Gallery
echoed with the
chatter of stu
dents, community members
and faculty as they viewed the
array of work by art and design
professor Ed Wong-Linda. Af
ter almost 20 years of teaching at
GVSU, Wong-Linda will bid the
university adieu when he retires
following the commencement
of the 2015 winter semester.
In 19%, Ed Wong-Linda ac
cepted a position at Grand Valley
State University to develop the
Art and Design Departments
new illustration emphasis.
“I used to be at Kendall, then
I got contacted by Grand Valley
and they seemed more interest
ing to me,” Wong-Linda said.
“They seemed more educated
and they cared more about the
liberal arts, and I thought that
is where I want to be. And then
they offered me a job here.”
A special exhibit entitled
“Veracity, Distortion, Reduc
tion: Visual Explorations by Ed
Wong-Linda” debuted in the
GVSU Art Gallery inside the
Performing Arts Center on Jan.
15 to commemorate his work.
“I tried to include the best
selection of his work that I
could because there was quite
a variety?’ said David Newell,
art curator at the gallery. “The
hardest thing, actually, was
there was a stack of sketches

and just digging through the
stack and selecting the right
ones. So I pretty much selected
ones that were related to pieces
that were in the shows. I think
it (the exhibit) shows his range.”
His timeline of pieces
displayed in the gallery and
in his personal studio are all
tied together through issues
and concepts that continu
ally inspire him.
“I kind ofjust do what I want
to do, but also, I kind of have
been thinking about certain is
sues my entire life,” Wong-Linda
said. “I keep revisiting these is
sues over and over and over.”
Vulnerability and mortal
ity are just two reoccurring
influences, but the role of
people is another.
Decorating a wall of the gal
lery is a collection of paintings
that depict pregnant women.
The paintings depict the role of
a woman and an evolution of a
womans identity in society.
“When a woman becomes
married, she usually loses her
last name which always seemed
odd to me,” Wong-Linda said.
“They lose their identity slight
ly when they get married, and
then when they get pregnant,
people start looking at (their
stomach) and then when they
have the baby, they start look
ing over here at the kid.”
The pieces such as these that
are in the gallery are different
from Wong-Lindas well-known
pieces, according to Newell.
“A lot of his public work that

he has done are group portraits
where this is his personal work,”
Newell said. “You can go around
campus and see his pieces, and
I think it is funny to compare
those against these. These are
much more intimate situations.
It is just much more personal.”
Wong-Linda officially be
came a professional artist in the
1970s, but art always appealed
to him.
“I never made a decision to
be an artist,” Wong-Linda said.
“I just thought when I was young
that I was going to be an artist,
(but) I never made a decision
about it I just became an artist
“My advice is always is
never go into art unless it is the
only thing possible that you can
imagine doing with your life.”
Such advice is one of the
lessons he teaches his students,

such as GVSU juniors Bobby
Manquen and Deavan Worley.
“I am pretty disappointed
(to see him go),” Worley said.
“It has been fun having him for
this last little bit because he try
ing to get out as much informa
tion as he can.”
Although he will no lon
ger be an instructor, WongLinda has no plans to set
down his paintbrush.
“Painting. That is what I
did when I was young, and
that is all I ever wanted to do
so that is what I am going to
do,” Wong-Linda said.
The exhibit is free and
open to the public. It will run
through March 20.

GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/
artgauery
FOR MORE INFORMATION

EXHIBIT: Professor Ed Wong-Linda poses with Blaire Ban
croft, Sienna McCone, Linnea Gish and Stephanie Mabie.

Holland art center hosts GV ArtPrize piece
BY MORIAH GILBERT
ARTSnLANTHORN.COM

nspired by local
Grand
Rapids
youth and chil
dren around the
world, a team
of artists from Grand Valley
State University collaborated

to create an animated film for
ArtPrize 2015 entitled “Ani
mation Collaboration.”
“Although we speak dif
ferent languages, these youth
animations
communicate
across borders,” said Deanna
Morse, a GVSU professor of
film and video. “It’s a dynam
ic, global art project.”
During ArtPrize, the video
was placed in the UICA draw
ing, received over 90,000 visi
tors and was voted in the top 25
of the time-based art category
during the competition.
“We were honored by the
steady stream of viewers and
voters,” said GVSU film and
video professor Suzanne Zack.
Now, months after the
competition, the team will re
ceive another chance to show
case their work at The Hol
land Area Arts Council. The
exhibit will remain open until
the end of February.
“The video is a byproduct
of 19 animation workshops

held around the world each
year by the Association Inter
national du Film d’Animation
in countries including Bel
gium, China, France, Japan
and Ukraine,” Zack said.
The animation takes view
ers on a journey through the
Grand Rapids area and 11 dif
ferent countries. Through vari
ous workshops, the video high
lights childrens artwork and
celebrates their creativity.
Each year during the
workshops around the world,
young people build anima
tions to a common theme and
then the short films are com
piled for premieres at interna
tional animation festivals.
“GV professors and stu
dents took their passion for
both teaching and animation
and brought that into our com
munity by working with young
people to help them develop
their visual communication
skills,” Zack said.
The local ASIFA work-

shop included students from
Grand Rapids Public School’s
North Park Montessori, the
Boys and Girls Club of Grand
Rapids Youth Common
wealth, Jubilee Jobs GR and
multiple CMC interns.
Along with Zack and
Morse, the team consists of
Media Studies Professor Mag
gie Annerino, Education Di
rector of Community Media
Center Gretchen Vinnedge
and CMC Project Coordina
tor Lynn Mckeown.
Along with the artwork, the
team recruited Dan Rickabus,
a GVSU alumnus, to compose
an original score for the proj
ect. Rickabus is a local musician
and is the current drummer for
the local indie-folk band called
The Crane Wives.
“Animation
Collabora-.
tion” helps adults around the
world pass the tools to inspire
children explore their creativ
ity through creating animated ’
art, Vinnedge said.
“The youth video art is
not only fun to make, it’s also
fun to watch,” Vinnedge said.,
“The workshops help expand*
problem-solving skills and
teach youth visual approaches
to communication.”
The animated piece is now
showing at the Holland Area
Arts Council for their RePrize exhibit that spotlights
lakeshore artists.

GO TO:
Children from all around the world contrib
uted to a GVSU ArtPrize entry “Animation Collaboration."

ART REPRIZE:

Apply by February 15, 2015

wnnrtt*

www.hollandarts.org
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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FORMER TBF STANDOUT
CLAIMS NCAA HONOR
On Friday, former Grand
Valley State track and field
standout Kristen Hixson
(pole vault) received her
NCAA Top 10 award at the
NCAA Honors Celebration in
Washington D.C.
The annual award recog
nizes 10 NCAA student ath
letes who perform well on
the field, in the classroom
and in the community.
Hixson put together a
distinguished career at
GVSU from 2010-14. The
Remus, Mich, native was
a three-time individual
national champion and a
seven-time All-American.
She was also known for
her performance in the
classroom, garnering Capi
tal One Academic All-Amer
ica of the Year for Division
II Women’s Track B Field/
Cross Country plaudits in
her last two seasons.
She graduated Magna
Cum Laude -- with a 3.97
GPA -- with a degree in
finance.
Additionally, Hixson was
tabbed as the Seidman
College of Business Out
standing Finance Student
of the Year, GLIAC Scholar
Athlete of the Year and
NCAA D2 Conference Com
missioner’s Association
Scholar-Athlete of the Year
as a senior in 2014.
LAKER ALUMNA SIGNS
WITH SCOTTISH CLUB
According to the official
Grand Valley State soccer
Twitter account, former
GVSU standout Kayla Ad
dison has agreed to terms
with Glasgow City FC, a pro
club in Scotland.
Addison (Southfield,
Mich.) ranks fourth all-time
in GVSU history with 142
points (58 goals, 26 as
sists) and 16 game-winning
goals. Her 26 career as
sists are the eighth-most
in program history.
The forward was named
to three All-America teams,
six all-region teams and
three All-GLIAC teams dur
ing her career.
Addison also competed
for the GVSU track and
field program after her
final soccer season, earn
ing USTFCCCA All-American
honors at the 2012-13
national championships
as part of a 4x400 meter
relay team.

BLIAC STANDINGS

Grand Valley State University junior guard Brionna Barnett turned in a pair of impressive performances for the Lakers last
weekend. Barnett scored 14 points in the team's win at Northern Michigan on Thursday before a 19-point afternoon in the loss to Michigan Tech.
LEADING LAKER:

Lakers rally to beat Northern Michigan, fall short at Tech
BY NICK OEMAAGO
NDEMAAGDIiDLANTHORN.COM

he best way to describe
Grand Valley State’s
win at Northern Mich
igan is “clutch.”
After winning two
straight at home, the GVSU womens
basketball team hit the road hoping
to continue its win streak on Thurs
day in Marquette, Mich. Although
the Lakers had a 14-point lead at half
time, they found themselves trailing
in the final five minutes of the game.
Sealing the win came down to
running a tight offense - and leading
the charge were juniors Brionna Bar
nett and Jammie Botruff.
After Barnett sank a game-tying
jumper that made it 58-58 with

4:23 remaining and NMU failed to
make a layup, Botruff drained a goahead 3-pointer to put GVSU up
61-58. NMU made it a one-point
game shortly thereafter, but Barnett
knocked down another jumper to put
the Laker lead back at three.
A 3-pointer from sophomore
guard Taylor Lutz proved to be
the dagger with 1:37 left to play,
and sophomore forward Piper
Tucker closed the game out with
a pair of free throws in the final
22 seconds of regulation, giving
the Lakers a 68-61 victory.
“We did what we had to,” said
GVSU coach Janel Burgess. “We took
the open shots when they appeared
and that’s what made the difference.”
The bliss of winning wouldn’t
last for long however, as the team

BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTSISILANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State
swimming and diving
programs postseason
potential was on full
display in the GVSU
pool on Saturday against the Uni
versity of Indianapolis.
Strong performances in the pool
and on the diving board allowed the
No. 10 GVSU women to outdistance
No. 18 UIndy 165-75 while the No. 5
Laker men stayed hot with a 157-83
win over the No. 13 Greyhounds.
GVSU coach Andy Boyce said
his program is looking good with
just two home meets left on the
regular season schedule.
“We’ve been training real hard
since school started again,” Boyce

said. “We had some people that
were a little bit sick last week, we
had one out for the meet that had
the fever, but the rest were able to
compete and compete well.”
The Laker women followed up
a tough home loss to 2014 NCAA
Division II runner-up Wayne State
(206.5-93.5) with a bounce-back per
formance against the Greyhounds,
winning 11 of 13 events.
Freshman standout Sam Postmus
continued her impressive rookie cam
paign with a trio of individual victo
ries, touching first in the 500 yard free
style (5:19.30), 200 yard IM (2:09.62)
and 1000 yard freestyle (10:43.74).
Sophomore diver Taylor Wiercinski had a big day for GVSU as well,
Grand Valley State athletes dive into the pool during a
meet. The women won 165-75; the men claimed a 157-83 victory.

DIVING IN:
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Stelzer, Huskies power past GV in Upper Peninsula

Findlay
NMU
Walsh
0DU
Malone
Lake Erie
Tiffin
Wayne State

4-6
4-6
3-7
3-7
3-7

BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTSBILANTHORN.COM
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WOMEN'S HOOPS

Michigan Tech
Wayne State

9-1
9-1

GVSU

7-3

Northwood
Walsh
Hillsdale
Ashland

7-3
6-4
6-4
6-4
8-4

NMU
Findlay
Ferris State
'

rematch isn’t of much concern to the
team and Burgess however, as there
are five games on the schedule before
they meet again.
“The other games are just as
important,” Burgess said. “I think
being a team and moving the ball
around offensively is what we’ll be
focusing on now.”
Both games were close for the
Lakers, but their overall record is now
10-4,7-3 in the GLIAC.
The team looks to refocus as it pre
pares for its third straight opponent
from the Upper Peninsula this week.
GVSU hosts the Lakers of Lake Supe
rior State on Thursday at 6 p.m.
“It’s the little things,” Barnett said.
“And playing well as a team.”

Freshmen shine as GV cruises past
UIndy with wins in El of EG events

lEN’S HOOPS

Ferris State
SVSU
LSSU
Michigan Tech
Northwood
Hillsdale
Ashland

would fall to No. 23 Michigan Tech
in a hard-fought battle on Saturday
despite a 19-point performance
from Barnett.
At the buzzer the final score was
62-51.
Individually, GVSU had a trio
of impressive performances from
Barnett, senior Kat LaPrairie (13
points, four rebounds) and sopho
more forward Kayla Dawson (10
points, five rebounds).
Meanwhile, all five Michigan Tech
starters tallied eight or more points.
“Defensively, we need to control
the ball and make more shots when
were on offense,” Dawson said.
A rematch is on the near hori
zon as the Lakers will duke it out at
Fieldhouse Arena against NMU and
Michigan Tech in early February. The

Malone
LSSU
Tiffin
Lake Erie
SVSU
OOU

5-5
5-5
4-8
3-7
3-7

2-8
1-9
1-9

Sophomore guard Luke Ryskamp tallied a team-high
15 points in the team’s 77-65 loss at Michigan Tech on Saturday.

SPLIT U.P.:

NEW PERSPECTIVES EVERY WEEK
TO SHARE YOUR PERSPECTIVE WITH
THE GRAND VALLEY COMMUNITY
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ith the way he’s playing
this season, there is no
stopping Michigan Tech
senior guard Ben Stel
zer. Opposing defenses
can only hope to contain him.
The Grand Valley State men’s
basketball team limited Stelzer, the
GLIAC Preseason Player of the Year,
to eight first-half points at the SDC
Gym on Saturday afternoon, but it
was only a matter of time before the
league’s leading scorer took over.
Stelzer, who torched GVSU with
34 points on 8-of-10 shooting from
3-point range in last year’s GLIAC
Tournament, poured in 15 points
in the second half Saturday as the
Huskies rallied past the Lakers for
a 77-65 win. He had game highs
with 23 points, six assists and six
rebounds despite turning the ball
over a game-high six times. He

went 12-of-13 at the free throw line.
“He hit a couple big shots, a
couple tough shots but for the most
part we chased him around and lim
ited his opportunities,” said GVSU
coach Ric Wesley, whose Lakers fell
to 9-7 (5-5 GLIAC).
“It was a competitive and inspired
effort to start. We were in a good situ
ation against one of the better teams in
the conference. The guys came out and
played with a lot of determination and
got us a three-point lead at the half, but
they got some fouls on us -- and they
just don’t miss free throws. Certainly
not upset with the effort, we had a val
iant effort in today’s game.”
The stat line showed a tremen
dous free-throw shooting perfor
mance from the Huskies (10-4, 7-3
GLIAC). The team knocked down
30-of-33 attempts (90.9 percent)
from the charity stripe.
SEE M. HOOPS ON AB
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All systems go
No. 3 Laker teams begin
3015 with home victories
BY ANOY SMITH
ASMITHaLANTHORN.COM

mance was alright, we had lots
of good things that took place
on Friday at the meet with
n Friday, the some of our individual perfor
Grand
Val- mances,” said GVSU coach Jer
I ley State track ry Baltes. “We also have some
and held teams things that we need to improve
hosted
the on and we need to get better
Mike
Lints across the board, but that was
Alumni Open. It expected
was the since it was our very
first meet of the year
formeet
the of the season.
first
GVSU men and women -“If we stay focused on the
and the first win of the year everyday process, the No. 3
for both teams.
ranking will speak for itself’
The Laker women scored
Ten GVSU women earned
126.6 points, easily out qualifying marks and three
distancing Michigan State had individual or team vic
(105.6) and Indiana Tech tories. Seven Lakers finished
(69.1). The GVSU men, in the top 10 in the mile, and
meanwhile,
scored
108 three of them finished in the
points to edge Indiana Tech top five. GVSUs Amy Cy(101) and MSU (94).
merman won the event with
“The overall team perfor a time of 4:54.93.

□

“Amy had a really good
start to the season on Friday,”
Baltes said. “She is ahead of
the curve because she did have
a cross country season so she
was able to start her season
early and begin training soon
er than some of the other girls.
This is a really positive start to
the season for her.”
The women’s 4x400 meter
relay team (Breanna Luba,
Alexis Duncan, Brittany Ter
ry and Angela Ritter) came
away with a win, crossing
first with a time of 3:54.81.
Duncan, a freshman, added
an individual victory in the
women’s long jump with a
5.55-meter leap in the finals.
The men’s team had a
very successful day on the
track, as well. Darien Thorn

STARTING STRONG: GVSU runner Kendra Foley (3) looks to make her move toward the
front of the pack. Both the men’s and women’s team won their first meet of the year.

ton (20.05m) notched a vic
tory in the weight throw, and
Sean Wells took first in the 60
meter hurdles (8.02).
In the mile run, four Lak
ers finished in the top 10. Wuoi
Mach took second place with a
time of 4:12.11 in front of team

mate Ricky Perez, who was
right on Mach’s heels in third
place with a time of 4:12.26.
“Since the meet was can
celed last week, we had to
work off a little rust early
but it was a good effort by
the whole team. We have

Spartans sink Lakers in “

been putting in a lot of
work to improve,” said se
nior Brent Brock.
GVSU will be back in ac
tion next Friday and Saturday
at the University of Indiana in
Bloomington, Ind.

tourney

A3^B

GV roller hockey club loses marquee matchup to MSU
BY MARK WASHBURN
M WASHBURNaLANTHORN. COM

a good period and a half, and
then let them take over,” said
ith 6:53 left in the GVSU head coach Nick Dow.
MSU started off hot as
second period,
forward
Eric Purcell netted
senior forward
Josh
Kanclerz two goals in the game’s first
sniped a shot top five minutes.
GVSU then created some
shelf, stick side. Grand Valley
opportunities,
but were not
State had momentum on its
able
to
capitalize
on rebounds
side as the goal tied the game at
2- 2. Four seconds later, Michi given up by Spartan goalie
gan State forward Mac Bur- Everet Bommarito. The Laker
defense made some plays to
khard scored on a breakaway.
The Spartans took the lead, prevent MSU from getting
any decent shot attempts off,
3- 2, and never looked back.
About
130 spectators but MSU carried a 2-0 lead
looked on as the Lakers and into the first intermission.
The strong play carried
Spartans entered the fray at
the Rivertown Sports Com over from the end of the first
plex in Grandville, Mich., period as Laker forward Ken
but GVSUs D1 team (11-4) ny Wurth capitalized on an
suffered a tough, 9-2 loss to assist from Dom Zuelch to put
rival MSU (9-1) on Saturday GVSU on the board just 1:07
night. The Lakers were com into the second period.
“Our guys really came out
ing off a win over Eastern
strong,
we had a good fore
Michigan and a loss against
the University of Michigan check there,” Dow said. “We
were able to disrupt them in
earlier in the day.
“It wasn’t quite the game their zone and in the neutral
we were hoping for. We played zone. We also had a couple
good early breaks and capital

M. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROM A7

Michigan Tech junior Kyle
Stankowski went 6-of-6 from
the stripe, finishing with 18
points and four rebounds
while classmate Jordan Chartier added 16 points, four
boards and two assists.
The banged-up Lakers led
by as many as eight points in
the first half, but were un
able to seal the deal. GVSU
was outrebounded 28-21 and
committed 11 fouls in the
second stanza.
“Their physical play kind of
caught up to us in the final min
utes of the game,” said GVSU
senior center Darren Washing

ton, who tallied six points and
pulled down a team-high five
rebounds. “They were blowing
past us, and we had a hard time
staying in front of them.”
GVSU sophomore guard
Luke Ryskamp had five boards
as well, adding a team-high
15 points on 5-of-15 shoot
ing. Senior guard Ryan Sabin,
who kept Stelzer in check early
on, notched his 14th double
digit scoring performance in
16 games this season with 13
points (5-of-7 shooting).
The Lakers owned a 28-7
edge in bench points. Junior
guard Darren Kapustka led
the way with 12 points while
junior forward Ricky Carba
jal and freshman guard Miles

ized on two of them.”
The GVSU defense went to
work on the Spartans, shutting
down lanes and marking Eric
Purcell effectively before Kan
clerz struck again for GVSU,
making it a 2-2 game.
That was the last goal GVSU
would score in the game.
The Burkhard game-win
ner came just four seconds
after the Lakers tied things
up. MSU’s Purcell scored
the next two goals to put the
Spartans up 5-2. He led all
skaters with four goals.
Kanclerz noted the ap
proach and pace that MSU
played with as the game
went on.
“They were relendess,” he
said. “They outskated us, we
missed our assignments and
they were all over us.”
The GVSU defense strug
gled to mark players as the
game wore on, allowing MSU
to score on a few 2-on-l situ
ations and breakaway goals.
Two more goals in the second
period and two in the final

period rounded out the nine
goals scored by MSU.
GVSU goalie Alex Stutzky
was still able to come up with
16 saves on 25 shots, despite the
array of shots and opportuni
ties by the Spartans.
From here, the only place
to go is up.
The Lakers plan to move
past this game as there is still a
lot of season left to play.
“The game is done and over
with. There is nothing we can
do to change it,” said GVSU as
sistant coach Isaac Washburn.
“Just make sure that you’re not
going to make the same mis
takes next time out, just have to
keep moving forward.”
When it comes to those
mistakes, Dow has a few
things in mind.
“We are going to make a
few changes,” he said. “One is
to get a little more disciplined
in the way we play hockey.”
The loss to the Spartans
marks the third time the Lakers
have lost to MSU this year.

Miller each had eight.
gan Tech since 2013, may not
“Were getting the shots that have held on for the win — but
they didn’t de
we want and get
part from the
ting shots for
Upper Peninsula
the people that
“I thought the
empty handed.
we want,” Miller
Sabin played
said. “We just
difference
all 40 minutes
have to knock
between these
and finished with
down
some
15 points, 10 re
more of the op
two games was
bounds and five
portunities were
definitely our
assists Thursday
getting. Were
night as GVSU
getting to the
defense.”
stymied North
free throw line
ern
Michigan,
more, but we
MILES MILLER
62-53, at the Ber
need to get out
GVSU PLAYER
ry Events Center
on transition. I
in
Marquette,
think that’s when
Mich.
were at our best.”
GVSU was impressive
The Lakers, who have lost
five straight games to Michi from beyond the arc, shoot

get cTHEau
IANTH

GVSU senior player Cam Benson (22) skates
down the ice and looks to pass the puck to a teammate. ’

TOUGH LOSS:

ing 7-of-10. Sabin knocked
down a trio of trifectas. Rys
kamp hit two, finishing with
12 points. Carbajal came off
the bench to add 14.
The team played just as
well defensively. NMU had
just 53 points on 17-of-48
shooting (35.4 percent). It
was the sixth time GVSU held
an opponent to fewer than 60
points this season (5-0).
”1 thought the difference
between these two games was
definitely our defense,” Miller
said. “The first game we did a
good job of forcing them very
late in the shot dock, giving
them one-shot opportunities
and getting into transition.
Against Michigan Tech, we did
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that in the first half but in the
second half I don’t feel like we
had control of the game.”
The Lakers return to A1-,
lendale for a Thursday night
matchup with lake Superior
State (13-3,8-2) before heading
to Hillsdale on Saturday to take
on Kyle Cooper and the Char
gers (8-6,6-4).
“We’ve got to get out'
there and get our share of
wins,” Wesley said. “We’re
not in the driver seat by
any stretch of the imagina-*
tion but you can’t spend too':
much time worrying about!
the entirety of things. We’ve,
just got to take it one game,
at a time, which should be
easy to do this week.”

6

Like puzzles?
Then you’ll love
sudoku. This
mind-bending
puzzle will have
you hooked from
the moment you
square off, so
sharpen your
pencil and put
your sudoku
savvy to the test I

5

7
Level: Advanced

Here’s How It Works:
Sudoku puzzles are formatted as a 9x9 grid, broken down into nine
3x3 boxes. To solve a sudoku, the numbers 1 through 9 must fill each
row, column and box. Each number can appear only once in each row,
column and box. You can figure out the order in which the numbers will
appear by using the numeric clues already provided In the boxes. The
more numbers you name, the easier it gets to solve the puzzle!
\
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GV loses, ties at Adrian
Bulldogs beat Lakers in physical weekend series
BY MARK WASHBURN
MWASHBURN
aLANTHORN.COM

wo games. Two
different results.
No wins for the
Lakers.
The Grand
Valley State womens club
hockey team played two
tough matches but couldn’t
claim a victory over the
weekend at the Arrington
Ice Arena in Adrian, Mich.
Adrian (8-4-5) and GVSU
(7-4-2) tied 2-2 on Saturday
before the Bulldogs defeated
the Lakers on Sunday, 2-1.
The contest on Saturday
really got started in the second
period when Adrian scored
the first two goals of the game.
Adrians Becca Napoli scored

Later in the same period,
GVSU center Kendra Myers
evened the score at 2-2.
“We stopped playing pas
sively, were a lot less reactive,
and played a lot more aggres
sive,” said senior forward Kris
ten Iannuzzi.
The third period saw no
goals scored but the physicality of the game was amped
up. That carried over into the
overtime period, which end
ed in a 2-2 tie.
On Sunday, penalties and
powerplay goals were the name
of the game.
Adrian struck first again on
a first-period powerplay goal by
Jessica Fabbro. Then in the sec
ond period, Iannuzzi scored on
a powerplay goal in front of the
net. GVSUs Alisha Day took a

the first goal, while forward
Summer Frey added another
for the Bulldogs.
Then, the Lakers turned
the tide.
“We started creating turn
overs and taking away their
space and time,” said co-head
coach Sean McKeman. “We
were able to use our speed to our
advantage and close the gap.”
Moments after Adrians
second goal, GVSU was able
to strike when junior Karyn
Schmaltz found the back of the
net. The shot went five-hole, and
the Lakers were only down 2-1
with momentum on their side.
“Being down lit a fire in
us,” Schmaltz said. “It was
really great seeing us battle
back, and we played 10 times
better in the second.”

S&D
CONTINUED FROM A7

notching a pair of victories on the
1- and 3-meter boards. Wiercinski
posted scores of 288.45 and 275.77,
respectively.
Emily Gallagher (100 yard breast
stroke), Sarah Roeser (50 yard free),
Olivia Schultz (200 yard free) and
Elise Tatchell (100 yard butterfly)
picked up individual wins and swam
legs on first-place relay teams.
“The team dynamic this year has
been really great. Everyone works

hard and wants to be there,” said
Schultz, a senior. “When you have all
that going on - it makes it hard to
have a bad time.”
GVSUs 200 yard medley relay
team (Gallagher, Tatchell, Meghan
Falconer, Emily Eaton) clocked in
first with a time of 1:49.97, and the
200 yard freestyle relay team (Ea
ton, Roeser, Schultz, Jennifer Priebe)
earned GVSU 11 more points by
winning the final women’s event.
“The relays are in a really good
spot this year,” Schultz said. “I can’t
wait until we’re tapered and rested

shot that Iannuzzi was able to tip
in, tying the game at 1-1.
Neither team was able to
get into a flow due to a pleth
ora of penalties, but GVSU
played sound hockey for the
rest of the game.
Penalties ultimately hurt the
Lakers, however, as Adrian was
able to score on the man advan
tage in the third period, secur
ing a 2-1 win for the Bulldogs.
“Adrian is a very defen
sively sound, physical team,”
McKernan said. “They were
efficient on the powerplay
and capitalized on a late op
portunity. We just had one
too many penalties.”
Despite the late goal and
victory for Adrian, McKeman
did see some positives from the
way the Lakers played in the fi

at conference.”
On the men’s side, GVSU con
tinued to perform like a team
primed to win the GLIAC crown
-- and maybe more.
GVSU was already tabbed as one
of the top teams in the nation be
fore the addition of freshmen Metin
Aydin and Gabriel Souza, but the
pair of late additions seems to have
the Lakers looking even faster.
Aydin secured individual wins
in the 200 IM and 100 backstroke,
while Souza set a freshman record
in the 100 butterfly (48.84).

Rhythm In Blue dance team
will be having auditions on
Sunday, January 25th.
Auditions will be held in the
Fieldhouse dance studio
from 2-5pm. Open to girls
and guys.
If interested contact
shieldsi@mail.gvsu.edu or
hopkinmi@mail.gvsu.edu
Come get fit in our Campus
Rec GroupX classes! You
are able to purchase an
All-Class pass online or in
the Fitness and Wellness
office in the Rec Center!
Classes are available every
weekday! If interested
contact mclaulee@gvsu.edu
First Year Leadership Exper
ience (1/20, 1/27, 2/3, 2/10,
2/17. 2/24)from 6pm-8:30
pm, location TBD. the First
Year Leadership Explora
tion is a 6-week leadership
emersion program designed
to assist newer leaders in
creating and enhancing their
personal philosophy of lead
ership while developing ba
sic leadership skills and
learning about all of the
leadership opportunities that
the GVSU community has to
offer. FYLE teaches leader
ship through interactive
activities and discussion led
by student leaders and
GVSU staff. Please contact
Valerie
Jones
at
jonesval@gvsu.edu for more
Info.
Free ultrasound scans for
pregnant mothers! If you are
at least 20 weeks pregnant
and have already received
your complete OB
ultrasound scan, you are
eligible to participate in
GX/SU’s Diagnostic Medical
Sonography scan lab. Every
Wednesday from 10am to
2pm, appointments are
available for volunteers to
receive ultrasound scans by
supervised students. If
Interested contact
teftm@gvsu.edu

MOKA is currently hiring for
a variety of direct support
positions throughout our
service areas. Openings
include:
Residential Support
Staff - Part time, full time
and on call
Community Support Staff Flexible assignments
working with individuals
one-on-one.

G3 is for grandparents and
grandchildren (ages 8-12).
Participants will enjoy the
college experience of living
and dining on campus and
attending classes.
Grandparents and grandkids
attend hands-on classes
together. Evening activities
will include swimming,
ing, rc
rock
climbing, volleyball, biking,
and
games.
Visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/g3/.

Mentors - Part time 1st
programs.
Please visit www.moka.org,
select the Careers tab and
apply online today!

Stephen Sondheim’s
COMPANY opens Jan. 30
and concludes Feb. 8 in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Tickets are $14, $12, and

Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer

$6.

Take $2 off any number of
tickets by mentioning this
offer. Buy your tickets at the
Louis Armstrong Theatre
box office or call
616-331-2300. Tickets may
also be purchased on-line at
Startickets.com without a
discount. Tickets at the door
are $1.00 additional.

Hotel and Ryba’s Fudge
Shops are looking for help in
all areas: Front Desk, Bell
Staff,
Wait Staff, Sales Clerks,
Kitchen, Baristas. Housing,
bonus, and discounted
meals.
(906) 847-7196
www.theislandhouse.com

Twisting Fate, a Greek
mythology based Grand
Valley TV show is calling for
extras for an upcoming
stoplight party on Saturday,
January 18 from 7pm to
11pm. With a small
donation of $3.00 at the door
experience a live DJ, food,
and your chance to be
featured on a TV show!
If interested contact
twistingfategvstate@gmail.c
om or like us on Facebook
at Facebook.com/twistingfategvstate

For Sale
2002 GMC Yukon - fully
loaded, leather interior, very
good condition, 225,000
miles. Call or text Dave at
(616) 773-8223 or email
dziomkowski91 @gmail.com

Employment

Main St. Pub is looking for
hosting staff and servers
who have availability on
Tuesdays & Thursdays from
11-4. We are also in need of
a marketing intern. Stipend
provided. Please apply in
person and ask for a
manager.

ANSWERS

PUZZLES

Black Microwave $10
TV $10
Dish set $5
If interested contact
313-673-2747
**Must be willing to pick up
items
For sale: Ipod Nano - 7th
generation Red (Latest
Model): Includes earbuds
and charger. In very good
shape. $77.
If interested contact
banashaj@gvsu.edu

For Sale: Schwinn Airdyne
exercise bike, excellent
condition. Will sell for 350 or
best offer. If
interested contact 331-7183
or wezemand@gvsu.edu

Housing
3 bedrooms available Jan
1st in large heritage hill
home downtown
Grand Rapids. House is
walking distance to GVSU
CHS building. Rooms are
$400 each. If interested mail
oliverka@mail.gvsu.edu to
set up a showing.
Looking for a roommate or a
sublease ?, i need a place to
stay tor the winter 2015 and
if can be extended to the
summer that will also be fine
by me. my contact number is
6314045912 and my email is
adjomahj@mail.gvsu.edu

2007 Ford F150 - Super
Crew cab, loaded, cloth
interior, excellent condition,
110,000 miles. Call or text
Dave at (616) 773-8223 or
email
dziomkowski91 @gmail.com

House in the Heart of East
Town. Subleaser needed
ASAP: $400/mo. Lease
duration: ASAP-July 31.
Fenced-in backyard, Art
Room, Storage Room,
Washer and Dryer.
If interested contact
lendmanm@mail.gvsu.edu

Calling all country fans! For
sale are upper level club
seats for Kenny Chesney's
show at Ford Field on
August 22. Hard copy
tickets, $100 each. If
interested contact
248-513-0289.

Looking for female
subleaser in Meadows
apartments. Rent is $439 a
month, ASAP - July. Private
room, private bath. Utilities
average to $30-$40. If
interested please email
hayesann@mail.gvsu.edu
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nal two-thirds of the game.
“The whole second semes
ter is about mental toughness.
We expect a level of consisten
cy, and we need to keep that
consistency up,” said Iannuzzi.
“We have lost a few games, but

“They were just getting their
feet wet last week,” Boyce said of
Aydin and Souza. “Metin was sick
this week, and for him to compete
the way he did today was just ex
cellent. Both guys are going to help
us down the stretch at the confer
ence championship and hopefully
it can help us in nationals.
“They’re both going to help
our relays.”
The 200 yard medley relay team
(Aydin, Medo, Souza, Abbott) fin
ished first in 1:31.92, while the 200
yard freestyle relay team (Abbott,

MARKETPLACE
Become a Leader in Public
Health! Earn your Master of
Public Health at GVSU. Fall
2015 applications aw due.
February 1! For more
information:
www.gvsu.edu/grad/mph/

EYES UP: Grand Valley State University freshman hockey
player Frankie Wojtylo skates up the ice in a recent game.

we’ve been playing great hock
ey. We’ve got to keep our heads
up and keep moving forward.”
GVSU
hosts
Miami
(Ohio) in a series next week
end this weekend at George
town Ice Arena.

Ferrero, Souza, Nathaniel Stoller)
gave GVSU a meet-ending victory.
Also placing first individually
were Nate Wagner (100 free), Gianni
Ferrero (200 free), Danny Abbott
(who bested teammate Milan Medo
by one-tenth of a second in the 50
free), Ian Ellis (1 meter) and Tyler
Keelean (3 meter).
Both teams return to the
GVSU pool Saturday against
Findlay at 1 p.m.
The GLIAC Championships take
place from Feb. 11-14 at the Jenison
Aquatics Center in Jenison, Mich.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds@lanthorn.com

Looking for a male or
female sublease starting
mid-May until mid-August.
Copper Beech Townhouses.
If interested contact
haslerm@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for some guys to
room with in meadows next
year in Style-A. If interested
contact
269-967-8710.
Looking for someone to take
over my lease for the Winter
2015 semester ASAP!
January-Early May. $420 a
month, Campus view
Townhomes. If interested
email vazgecl 1 @gmail.com
Roommate needed. Looking
for a male or female in High
Tree Town Homes until May.
Rent is cheap. If interested
contact 231-225-5032
Subleaser needed for room
in downtown off-campus
house beginning January 3.
Contact Taylor at
taylorkeefer07@gmail.com if
interested.
Subleaser Wanted end of
Semester (April-August
2015)
$400/month 4 bedroom, 1
1/2 bathroom house. The
house is located downtown
on Valley Ave. NW. 5
minutes to Pew Campus and
20 minutes to Allendale.
Washer and Dryer is
included. If interested
contact 231-633-4707

Looking for a female sub
leaser starting in July at
Copper Beech. 4 bedroom
furnished town home, $420 i
a month utilities. Please let
me know ASAP if you are
interested
baldridb@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a girl subleaser:
Downtown Grand Rapids
(Veto St.)
May 2015-July. $400/month.
Free Internet and Trash.
Willing to neogiate other bills
(consumers/dte)
Please
email
koonsa@mail.gvsu.edu with
any questions!
Looking for a subleaser
ASAP!!
48 West 4 Bedroom Town
House (4 1/2 Bathrooms)
2 ROOMS available for the
Winter 2015 semester!
$445/month. Male or
Female
There will be two guys living
there as well.
If interested contact bordinr@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a subleaser in
Copper Beech Townhomes
in Allendale during the
months of April through
August 3rd. Rent is
$390/month plus utilities
(only electric). A girl is
preferred.
If interested contact
kingk@mail.gvsu.edu

Roommates
Female roommate sublease
needed ASAP: $400/mo.
1000 sq ft 2 bed/1 bath
partially furnished home 3
minutes from GVSU. This is
a sunny house on a lake - to
share with one other female
GVSU student. References
and lease required.

Looking for male or female
subleaser starting January Early May. Rent is $410 a
month. 4 bed, 1 3/4 bath.
Campus View Townhome.
Call or text for more info
616.272.8659

Looking for a female
subleaser for the winter
semester of 2015 until May.
January is already paid for! It
is a meadows style A
apartment bordering the pool
and across from the study
room. If interested email me
at ruppm@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for one female to
live in Country Place with
three fun, studious, clean,
and lively girls! 9 month
lease starting 8/25/15
If interested contact
cauzills@mail gvsu.edu
Looking for one roommate in
our house near the Standale
Meijer. We live in a 4
bedroom house with 3 boys,
1 girl, and a kitten. Rent is
$400/month, which includes
all utilities. Please contact
Kyle at (810) 922-8878

University

Townhouses & Apartments
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED
61A . 477 . 5511

•• • • •♦
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